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LEGAL NOTICE 

 

According to provisions of the articles 6 and 19 of the law for the Confidence in the Digital Economy, we 

inform you that : 

 

1. Legal information 
This website is published by the company: 

OPTIMUM VTC 

 

SAS with a capital of 5 000,00 € 

819 869 553 00019 RCS TOULOUSE 

N° intra-community VAT : FR 41 819869553 

Certificate of immatriculation N° VTC: EVTC 031 16 4665 ( Article R. 231-3 du code du Tourisme ) 

 

Details : 

3 B, avenue des Ecoles 

31180 Lapeyrouse-Fossat 

 : +33(0)6 33 72 96 46 

 : contact@optimumvtc.fr 

 

Publishing manager : MR LAFFARGUE Olivier 

Web authoring and development: MR LAFFARGUE Olivier 

 

2. Hosting 
SARL NUXIT  

Address : 400 avenue Roumanille 

06410 Biot – France 

Tel : 04 86 57 60 00 

Site : www.nuxit.com 

 

3. Cookies 
The user is informed that during its visits on the website, a cookie can settle down automatically on its browser 

software. 

The cookie is a block of data which does not allow to identify the users but serves to register information 

relative to the browsing of this one on the website. 

The browser software configuration allows to inform about the presence of cookie and possibly, to refuse it 

in the way described at the following address : www.cnil.fr. 

The user has all the above-mentioned rights as regards the personal data communicated by means of cookies 

in the conditions indicated above. 

Website users "www.optimumvtc.fr" are obliged to Statutory provisions n°78-17 of January 6th, 1978 

modified, relative to the computing, to the files and to the liberties have to respect, the violation of which is 

liable to penalties. 

They have to abstain in particular, as regards the personal information which they reach or could reach, of any 

collection, any use hijacked generally speaking, from any act susceptible to infringe on privacy or in the 

reputation of the people. 

 

4. Technical datas 
Website is using JavaScript. 

 

http://www.nuxit.com/
http://www.optimumvtc.fr/
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Website cannot be held responsible for damage to property connected to website using. Furthermore, website 

user makes a commitment to reach the site by using a recent equipment, not containing virus and with a last 

generation browser updated. 

 

5. Intellectual Property 
General structure as well as the software, the texts, the moving pictures or not, its know-how and all other 

elements making up the website are the exclusive property of "www.optimumvtc.fr". 

Any total or partial representation of this website by which that nobody whether it is, without the express 

authorization of "www.optimumvtc.fr" is forbidden and would constitut) a imitation punished by articles L. 

335-2 and following ones of the intellectual property Code. 

Any dispute in connection with the website using "www.optimumvtc.fr" is subjected to the French law. The 

user recognizes the exclusive competence of the competent courts of Toulouse. 
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